The combination of WirelessWall and SecNet 11 products enables true enterprise integratioh of 802.11
wireless networking into the Secret environment. By adding WirelessWall's user-based authe�tication to
the SecNet 11 Plus, administrators and commanders are assured their networks will not be breached in
the event of a device compromise. WirelessWall integrates with existing authentication solutions such as
RADIUS to provide user-based authentication, above and beyond the device-based authentication
provided by the SecNet 11 Plus. WirelessWall also provides authorization and role-based acc�ss control
by integrating with enterprise directory applications such as Active Directory and LDAP, a feature not
provided by the SecNet 11 by itself.
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The combined solution also enables users to roam seamlessly between subnets-a requlirement for
scaling any 802.11 network, but one not provided by the SecNet 11 itself. In a typical network scenario
using the SecNet 11, a user roaming from one subnet to another would be able to do so in a secure
fashion; however, crossing a subnet boundary brings the additional burden of maintaining an IP address
across that boundary without affecting application integrity. Typical scenarios require the user to log off
applications before crossing the subnet boundary, request a new IP address via DHCP once attached to
the roamed subnet, then restart (and perhaps re-authenticate to) applications. Such a scenario is
burdensome in the enterprise, and defeats wireless' inherent mobility. WirelessWall enables] the user to
seamlessly roam between subnets while maintaining a secure connection by managing all IP addresses,
attachment locations, and network state with no user input or need to re-authenticate.

Features and Benefits of the Combined Solution
NSA Validated Type 1 Wireless Encryption
• Meets DoD's strict requirements for wireless
transmission of both classified (Secret) and
unclassified information.

End-to-End, Secure Mobility
• Securely tracks and maintains all user
authentication and authorization informatibn,
ensuring seamless, uninterrupted sess · ns
users roam across subnets.
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User-based Authentication and Authorization
• Requires entry of credentials (username/
password, one-time password, smart card) to
access secure wireless network; role-based
access control; authorized network
administrators to monitor all enforced based on
directory membership.

Centralized Monitoring and Manage ent
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• Intuitive, secure browser-based interf�ce
enables system and management funct�ns from
a secure web browser.

Protects Investment and Lowers TCO
• integrates seamlessly with existing
authentication and directory services.

Wide Range of Operating Systems
• Supports Windows XP, WinMobile, Mac OS X,
and Linux.

Specifications

WirelessWall Minimum System Requirements

Intel P2 or greater with:
• Two 10/100/1000 Ethernet
network interfaces; USB
• 20 GB Hard Disk
• 800 MHz processor
• 1GB Memory

Directory Servers Supported
• Microsoft Active Directory
• Microsoft NT Domain Server
• OpenLDAP
• Other LDAP-compliant servers

RADIUS Servers Supported
• Microsoft IAS
• FreeRADIUS
• Other RADIUS-compliant
servers

